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What can we Learn about/from Galaxy Structure?

•When was the Hubble Sequence put into place?
• When did the first disks and bulges form?
• What was the role of mergers in the very early universe?

•What can the relationship between galaxy structure 
and other properties tell us about… 
• Mass assembly?
• Supermassive black hole growth?
• Star formation in galaxies?
• Accretion of gas from the IGM?



Surprises/Discoveries from JWST

• High Redshift Galaxies are compact

 

 
Figure 2: Images of the six galaxies with the highest apparent masses as a function of 
wavelength. The fiducial stellar masses of the galaxies are (log(M*/M⊙) > 10). Each cutout 
has a size of 2.4” × 2.4”. The filters range from the 0.6 μm F606W filter of HST/ACS to the 
4.4 μm F444W JWST/NIRCam filter. The galaxies are undetected in the optical filters; blue 
in the short-wavelength NIRCam filters; and red in the long-wavelength NIRCam filters. The 
color stamps show F150W in blue, F277W in green, and F444W in red. 
  

Labbe et al. 2023

SMACS 0723 at z> 2.5. This is a remarkable result, as it
shows that galaxies such as the Milky Way could potentially
have retained the same overall morphological state for over 12
billion years if these distant disk galaxies are similar to the
ancestor galaxy of the Milky Way.

3.1.1. Morphology at z> 4

The morphologies of z> 4 galaxies, as probed by the
F356W filter, differ from the rest-frame UV morphologies

determined from HST imaging (Conselice & Arnold 2009).
Despite what might have been expected from HST observa-
tions, the morphologies of at least the brightest galaxies are
much less distorted than had been previously been thought
based on HST observations. Also, the galaxies at this epoch are
often very tiny, such that their size in an NIRCam image is just
a bit larger, or within, the PSF of JWST. In fact, the larger
number of spheroids/compact objects is in part due to the fact
that so many of these systems are unresolved, an indication that
their sizes are quite tiny. Future studies carefully measuring

Figure 5. Comparison HST vs. JWST images for nine objects in each class within our sample. Left columns shows the HST F160W image, while the middle panel
shows the JWST view at the same orientation, in the rest-frame optical. The far right panel shows the color image of this system as seen through the JWST NIRCam
F277W, F356W, and F444W filters, generated by TRINITY (Coe et al. 2012). The IDs refer to the original RELICs catalogs identification.
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irregular component), spheroid+disk (same as disk
+spheroid above), spheroid+irregular (a spheroid galaxy
with irregularities such as asymmetries or surrounding
low surface brightness features), and spheroid+disk
+irregular (same as disk+spheroid+irregular above).
When we refer to “all spheroids,” we are referring to the
sum of the galaxies in all of these categories.

3. Galaxies with irregular features. The irregular category
contains galaxies classified as irregular-only (no dis-
cernible disk or spheroid component), irregular+disk
(same as disk+irregular above), irregular+spheroid
(same as spheroid+irregular above), and irregular+disk
+spheroid (same as disk+spheroid+irregular above).
When we refer to “all irregulars,” we are referring to the
sum of the galaxies in all of these categories. Note that
the irregular category may include merging or interacting
systems, as well as galaxies that are irregular for other
reasons, such as clumpy star formation. Mergers and

interactions themselves will be discussed in a future paper
(C. Rose, et al. 2022, in preparation).

Our sample contains the full range of morphological types
across all redshift and stellar masses. Over the entire redshift
range, only 16 and 18 galaxies are classified as point source/
unresolved or unclassifiable, respectively. Figure 3 shows the
fraction of the total number of galaxies that each morphological
class makes up as a function of redshift. For a fair comparison
across redshifts, we limit this to the 666 galaxies with stellar
masses greater than 109Me, since the galaxies with lower
stellar masses are only present at the low-redshift end of our
sample (see Figure 1). We emphasize that this represents a
mass-selected sample but not a mass-complete sample, as there
are likely to be many galaxies identified by JWST in this mass
range that are undetected by CANDELS HST imaging.
Overall, 56% of the galaxies above this mass cut at z> 3

have a visually identifiable disk component, dropping from
∼60% at z= 3–4, to ∼45% at z∼ 5, to ∼30% at z> 6. Again,
we note that the photometric redshifts at z> 6 are uncertain, so
some fraction of these sources may actually be at lower
redshift; we caution the reader when interpreting the results at
z> 6. The disk-only and disk+irregular groups each make up
∼20% (and slightly less at z> 6), while the disk+spheroid
group makes up ∼10%, and the disk+spheroid+irregular
group makes up <5%. Of the galaxies at z> 3, 38% have a
visually identifiable spheroidal component, decreasing from
42% to 26% between z= 3 and 4.5, then varying between
∼30% and 40% beyond z= 4.5. This is largely driven by the
similar decrease then increase in the spheroid-only group. Part
of this apparent trend at higher redshifts may be due to small
number statistics, and part may be due to a number of selection
effects. For example, there is a possibility that we miss fainter
extended features in some of these systems at high redshift. It is
also possible that a larger fraction of galaxies at higher redshift
are small enough to be at the resolution limit of NIRCam, given
the expected size evolution of galaxies, and are therefore more
round and compact in appearance.
Of the galaxies at z> 3, 43% have irregular features and this

fraction remains roughly constant across the full redshift range
due in part to the fraction of disk+irregular galaxies being
roughly constant at 20% and then decreasing, while the fraction
of irregular-only galaxies is roughly 10%–15% and then
increases to 20% by z= 4.5. Note that the total fractions of
objects that are all disks, all spheroids, or all irregulars do not
add up to one due to the overlapping objects in each of these
classes.
Finally, we note that the fraction of point sources and

unclassifiable objects remains at 0%–2% across most of the
redshift range. At z> 6, 13% of galaxies are unresolved and
8% are unclassifiable, corresponding to five and three
individual galaxies, respectively, in this redshift bin. We
remind the reader that the above percentages correspond to
galaxies that were bright enough to be detectable with HST
CANDELS imaging and may not be representative of the
overall galaxy sample detectable by JWST at these redshifts.

4.2. Comparison with Surface Brightness Profile Fits

One of the major advances that JWST NIRCam imaging
brings to morphological analyses of galaxies is that the broad
wavelength coverage enables us to probe the rest-frame optical
morphologies of galaxies across a wide redshift range. As

Figure 2. NIRCam F150W+F277W+F356W postage stamp cutouts of a
selection of example galaxies in each of the seven morphological groups
described in Section 4.1 at three different redshift bins. Each cutout is 2″ on
a side.
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The concentration of light (C) is calculated as in Pawlik et al.
(2016):
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where R80 and R20 are the radii (from the same center used for
Rmax) enclosing 20% and 80% of the total galaxy flux defined
above, respectively.

Shape asymmetry (AS) is defined by Pawlik et al. (2016) as:
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i.e., the difference between the binary detection mask MD and
the same mask rotated by 180° (dubbed Mπ), summed over all
the cutout pixels, and then divided by the number of pixels of
the detection mask multiplied by 2. The center of rotation is
taken as the pixel coordinate for which AS is minimized.

Figure 1. For each galaxy we show a color composite image based on the SW camera (B = F115W, G = F150W, and R = F200W) and one based on the LW camera
(B = F277W, G = F356W, and R = F444W). Individual images are degraded to the lower resolution of each camera (i.e., F200W and F444W, respectively). Postage
stamps are 2 4 on a side. Pixels are 31 mas and 63 mas, respectively, for the SW and LW images.
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Surprises/Discoveries from JWST

• High Redshift Galaxies are compact
• High Redshift Galaxies are extended
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billion years if these distant disk galaxies are similar to the
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The morphologies of z> 4 galaxies, as probed by the
F356W filter, differ from the rest-frame UV morphologies
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Despite what might have been expected from HST observa-
tions, the morphologies of at least the brightest galaxies are
much less distorted than had been previously been thought
based on HST observations. Also, the galaxies at this epoch are
often very tiny, such that their size in an NIRCam image is just
a bit larger, or within, the PSF of JWST. In fact, the larger
number of spheroids/compact objects is in part due to the fact
that so many of these systems are unresolved, an indication that
their sizes are quite tiny. Future studies carefully measuring

Figure 5. Comparison HST vs. JWST images for nine objects in each class within our sample. Left columns shows the HST F160W image, while the middle panel
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with irregularities such as asymmetries or surrounding
low surface brightness features), and spheroid+disk
+irregular (same as disk+spheroid+irregular above).
When we refer to “all spheroids,” we are referring to the
sum of the galaxies in all of these categories.
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sum of the galaxies in all of these categories. Note that
the irregular category may include merging or interacting
systems, as well as galaxies that are irregular for other
reasons, such as clumpy star formation. Mergers and
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(C. Rose, et al. 2022, in preparation).
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across all redshift and stellar masses. Over the entire redshift
range, only 16 and 18 galaxies are classified as point source/
unresolved or unclassifiable, respectively. Figure 3 shows the
fraction of the total number of galaxies that each morphological
class makes up as a function of redshift. For a fair comparison
across redshifts, we limit this to the 666 galaxies with stellar
masses greater than 109Me, since the galaxies with lower
stellar masses are only present at the low-redshift end of our
sample (see Figure 1). We emphasize that this represents a
mass-selected sample but not a mass-complete sample, as there
are likely to be many galaxies identified by JWST in this mass
range that are undetected by CANDELS HST imaging.
Overall, 56% of the galaxies above this mass cut at z> 3

have a visually identifiable disk component, dropping from
∼60% at z= 3–4, to ∼45% at z∼ 5, to ∼30% at z> 6. Again,
we note that the photometric redshifts at z> 6 are uncertain, so
some fraction of these sources may actually be at lower
redshift; we caution the reader when interpreting the results at
z> 6. The disk-only and disk+irregular groups each make up
∼20% (and slightly less at z> 6), while the disk+spheroid
group makes up ∼10%, and the disk+spheroid+irregular
group makes up <5%. Of the galaxies at z> 3, 38% have a
visually identifiable spheroidal component, decreasing from
42% to 26% between z= 3 and 4.5, then varying between
∼30% and 40% beyond z= 4.5. This is largely driven by the
similar decrease then increase in the spheroid-only group. Part
of this apparent trend at higher redshifts may be due to small
number statistics, and part may be due to a number of selection
effects. For example, there is a possibility that we miss fainter
extended features in some of these systems at high redshift. It is
also possible that a larger fraction of galaxies at higher redshift
are small enough to be at the resolution limit of NIRCam, given
the expected size evolution of galaxies, and are therefore more
round and compact in appearance.
Of the galaxies at z> 3, 43% have irregular features and this

fraction remains roughly constant across the full redshift range
due in part to the fraction of disk+irregular galaxies being
roughly constant at 20% and then decreasing, while the fraction
of irregular-only galaxies is roughly 10%–15% and then
increases to 20% by z= 4.5. Note that the total fractions of
objects that are all disks, all spheroids, or all irregulars do not
add up to one due to the overlapping objects in each of these
classes.
Finally, we note that the fraction of point sources and

unclassifiable objects remains at 0%–2% across most of the
redshift range. At z> 6, 13% of galaxies are unresolved and
8% are unclassifiable, corresponding to five and three
individual galaxies, respectively, in this redshift bin. We
remind the reader that the above percentages correspond to
galaxies that were bright enough to be detectable with HST
CANDELS imaging and may not be representative of the
overall galaxy sample detectable by JWST at these redshifts.

4.2. Comparison with Surface Brightness Profile Fits

One of the major advances that JWST NIRCam imaging
brings to morphological analyses of galaxies is that the broad
wavelength coverage enables us to probe the rest-frame optical
morphologies of galaxies across a wide redshift range. As

Figure 2. NIRCam F150W+F277W+F356W postage stamp cutouts of a
selection of example galaxies in each of the seven morphological groups
described in Section 4.1 at three different redshift bins. Each cutout is 2″ on
a side.
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pixels in the star-forming regions of disks as irregular
(see H20). We will explore these composite morphologies in
JWST imagery in future work.

3.2.1. ForcePho Modeling

When using forcepho, a 3″× 3″ region about each object
centroid was cut out from the JWST F115, F150W, and F200W
flux and flux error images. Source locations from the detection
catalog were supplied to forcepho, which then fit Sérsic models
to the surface brightness profiles of all detected objects in the
cutout, accounting for possible flux contributions from
neighboring sources. The point-spread functions (PSFs) used
in convolving the models to the data resolution were generated
from a mixture of Gaussians matched to reproduce the preflight
WebbPSF (Perrin et al. 2014a) model for each JWST filter. The
forcepho code performs Monte Carlo Markov Chain sampling
of the nine free parameters including F115W, F150W, F200W
fluxes, the R.A. and decl. of each object, the isophotal position
angle, the axis ratio, the Sérsic index, and the half-light radius.
This procedure allows for uncertainties on the model
parameters to be computed and possible parameter covariances
to be studied. A single profile shape is fit to each filter by
allowing only the amplitude to vary between them, and we do
not attempt here to model wavelength-dependent shape
variations. The rms relative astrometry of the F115W,
F150W, and F200W images is 0 15 or better, so using a
single model across those filters is warranted.

3.2.2. ProFit Modeling

For the ProFit modeling, a 3″× 3″ region about each object
centroid was cut out from the JWST F150W flux and flux error

images. These images, along with corresponding cutouts from
the segmentation map and a PSF model generated by
WebbPSF, were supplied to ProFit and a single-component
Sérsic model was fit to each image. We used eight free
parameters, including the pixel centroids, total flux, effective
radius, Sérsic profile indices (0.5< n< 20), axis ratio, position
angle, and isophotal boxiness. One hundred ninety out of 202
objects received successful ProFit fits, with the reduced

0.92 0.302D� § � oO for the sample. Failed ProFit single-
component fits showed evidence for multiple components,
and many of these objects were successfully modeled with
forcepho.

3.2.3. Surface Brightness Profile Model Results

Figure 2 shows a histogram of the best-fit Sérsic indices for
the entire Morpheus high-redshift disk sample from ProFit
modeling. The vast majority (183/190; 96%) of the successful
fits displayed “disky” (n< 2) Sérsic indices, with a mean of
〈n〉= 1.04 and median n 0.93ˆ � . The forcepho model fits show
good agreement, with mean and median Sérsic indices of
〈n〉= 1.06 and n 0.85ˆ � , and 97% of the disk candidates
displaying n< 2. Figure 3 presents seven example high-
redshift disk galaxy candidates identified by Morpheus with
photometric redshifts of z∼ 2.2− 5.2. Shown are the Mor-
pheus pixel-level classification maps for each object (left
panels), their JWST F150W flux images (center left panels), the
best-fit forcepho models of their surface brightness distribu-
tions (center right panels), and the residuals between the model
and the data (right panels). As these examples demonstrate, the
objects Morpheus classified as disks appear flattened and have
best-fit Sérsic profiles with indices n∼ 1 as expected for
exponential disks. In summary, the AI/ML classifications from

Figure 1. High-redshift disk galaxy candidates selected by the Morpheus AI/ML classifier in the CEERS EGS JWST imagery. Shown is a JWST F444W–F200W–
F115W RGB false-color image (center) along with thumbnails of the 20 highest-redshift disk galaxy candidates (top and bottom rows). Most disk galaxy candidates
selected by Morpheus show flattened, extended light distributions consistent with disk morphologies.
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Surprises/Discoveries from JWST

• High Redshift Galaxies are compact
• High Redshift Galaxies are extended
• High Redshift Galaxies are diverse
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Figure 7. Top: Input images to encoder. Middle: Reconstructed images from the test set using 23 encoded features. Bottom:
Residuals showing how the reconstructions have encoded the galaxy light and not noise. It can be seen that the network is
capturing the overall morphology of the galaxy sample well. Note that, whilst the main morphology of each galaxy is well
reconstructed, some finer details are missed, such as the brightness of each clump. This is good for this work as we want to
robustly classify di↵erent galaxy morphologies e.g. clumpy vs. not-clumpy morphology and not end up with many more groups
split by small variations in the location of clumps as some previous works have been subject to. This will allow us to have a
broader, more robust, separation of galaxy morphology.

tent feature and the corresponding measurement can be
seen in Table.3.

Latent Feature Correlated feature Spearmans rank

Latent 1 Axis ratio 0.43

Latent 8 Asymmetry 0.49

Latent 7 Sérsic index 0.38

Latent 8 sSFR 0.19

Latent 17 Concentration 0.32

Table 3. The highest correlation value and corresponding
galaxy property for each latent feature.

In order to better visualise this correlation we plot
each correlated feature vs the latent dimension with
which it had the highest Spearman’s co-e�cient. We
split each feature into bins to better visualise where dif-
ferent galaxy types lie along each feature. These can
be seen in Fig.8. Looking at the parametric and non-
parametric properties we can see that they are well sep-
arated in each of these features which is important as
it shows us that the network is learning features that
are physically meaningful to our galaxy sample. We ex-
pect this from looking at the reconstructions from the
network as they capture the overall morphology of our
galaxies well, so this is a good sanity check. We can see
that while the sSFR does correlate with latent dimen-
sion 8 it is not as well separated as the other morpho-
logical measurements. This is to be expected as not all
galaxies with high sSFRs will appear morphologically
similar. It has been observed that in the high-z universe
high star-forming galaxies can be quite compact, and

do not always resemble the classic star-forming clumpy
morphology we think of traditionally. This makes it dif-
ficult to separate out one feature to describe how star
formation a↵ects galaxy morphology and makes visu-
ally identifying high star-forming galaxies biased and
incomplete. By clustering galaxies based on a combi-
nation of all their extracted features we can avoid any
pre-defined assumptions and uncover high star-forming
galaxies with many di↵erent morphologies. We explore
the morphology of high sSFR galaxies in §7.6.

7.2. Extracted clusters

Running our HC clustering algorithm on our trained
feature space we can investigate how the network has
separated galaxies based on their morphological features
and physical properties. We run the HC algorithm as
explained in §6. We find a total of 11 clusters after
removing the clusters that extracted the lowest SNR
galaxies. These low SNR galaxies accounted for 5% of
the sample and had an average signal-to-noise per pixel
(SNRp) of SNRp⇠ 2 (see Tohill et al. (2021) for calcu-
lation of SNRp). Randomly selected cutouts of galaxies
from the 11 clusters found can be seen in Fig.9. Visu-
ally inspecting the galaxies within each cluster we can al-
ready see how they are visually distinct from each other.
Each cluster label indicates which main/parent branch
it splits from in the HC tree. This parent branch is la-
belled as a super-group in Fig.9 along with the dominate
morphology of galaxies along this branch.
Comparing our machine extracted clusters to previous

works that also utilise unsupervised machine learning
to extract morphological clusters, Hocking et al. (2018)
found 200 clusters when trying to classify morphologies
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Surprises/Discoveries from JWST

• High Redshift Galaxies are compact
• High Redshift Galaxies are extended
• High Redshift Galaxies are diverse
• High Redshift Galaxies are resolved
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Figure 2. The F200W half-light radius (measured from SE)
versus F200W apparent magnitude. The gray bar shows the
half-light radius from stars in the image (with the width
showing the 68% spread in the values). The data points are
color-coded by the di↵erence in �

2 between the best-fitting
(sub)stellar model, and the best-fitting EAZY galaxy model.
Most objects are clear resolved, and thus extragalactic in
origin. Only one object is formally compact with a stellar
�
2 comparable to the best-fitting EAZY model, though even

for this object we conclude it is likely extragalactic due to its
non-compact appearance in the imaging, and the very large
(⇠4 kpc) implied distance were it stellar. We conclude that
stellar contamination is not significant in our sample.

5µm should mitigate this confusion, here we explore
whether the colors of our candidate galaxies could
plausibly be consistent with low-mass stars or brown
dwarfs. We fit each candidate to a grid of low-
temperature, cloudy, chemical equilibrium substellar at-
mosphere models from Sonora-Diamondback (Morley et
al. 2023, in prep). We explore a range of temperatures
T ⇠ 900–2400 K, surface gravities g = 100 and 3160,
and metallicities [M/H] = 0 and �0.5. We convolve the
model SEDs with the HST+JWST filter curves and per-
form a simple grid-fitting routine, scaling the fluxes of
each model to minimize the �

2. We adopt the model
with the lowest �2 as the best-fitting stellar model. We
estimate the implied distance by scaling the model fluxes
and assuming an intrinsic radius of 1 Jupiter radius. We
note that we also ran fits with cloud-free models grids ex-
tending to particularly cold (Sonora-Bobcat, T ⇠ 200–
1300 K; Marley et al. 2021) and low-metallicity (LOWZ,
[M/H] = �1; Meisner et al. 2021) parameter spaces;
however, none provided a better fit over the Sonora-
Diamondback models.

In Figure 2 we show the results of this analysis. Here
we plot the SEmeasured F200W half-light radius for our

88 candidate galaxies versus their apparent F200Wmag-
nitude, compared to the half-light radius of the F200W
PSF as measured from stars in the image. One can
see that the majority of our galaxy sample is clearly
resolved, thus non-stellar in origin. To diagnose the
potential stellar nature of the more compact objects,
the data points are color-coded by the di↵erence in the
goodness-of-fit (�2) between the best-fitting (sub)stellar
model and the best-fitting EAZY model. We find that
no objects are better fit by the stellar model (e.g., the
EAZY �

2 is always lower). We do find two sources where
the di↵erence between the stellar and EAZY �

2 is <

4. One is significantly resolved, but the other object
(ID=34925) is measured by SE as being very compact
(in fact, unphysically smaller than the PSF). However,
we conclude this object is much more likely a galaxy.
First, examining the imaging of this object, it does not
appear to be obviously point-like; rather, it is faint,
barely above our significance thresholds, thus the SE
half-light radius is quite uncertain. Second, due to its
faint brightness, its implied distance (were it stellar in
origin) would be ⇠4 kpc, which would be extremely far
into the halo, and thus highly unlikely. We conclude
that we find no evidence for stellar contamination in
the sources in our sample.

3.4. Sample Summary

After removing visually-identified spurious sources,
the four sources with zspec < 8.5, and the faint z ⇠
16 candidate which is likely at z ⇠ 4.9, our sample con-
tained 88 candidate z > 8.5 galaxies. For our analysis we
divide these candidate galaxies into three sub-samples:
z ⇠ 9, which contains the 58 galaxies with 8.5  zbest 
9.7; z ⇠ 11, which contains the 27 galaxies with 9.7
< zbest  13; and z ⇠ 14, which contains the three
galaxies with zbest > 13.
For all objects in our sample we calculate an observed

rest-UV absolute magnitude following Finkelstein et al.
(2015). Briefly, we perform a simple round of SED fit-
ting with BC03 (Bruzual & Charlot 2003) models to
derive a best-fitting model spectrum. We then calculate
the bandpass-averaged flux from this spectrum in a top-
hat filter curve spanning 1450–1550 Å in the rest-frame,
converting to an apparent magnitude and then applying
the cosmological distance modulus for a given redshift.
As a part of this process, we run Monte Carlo simula-
tions sampling the photometric redshift P(z), such that
the resulting uncertainty on M1500 is inclusive of both
the photometric scatter and redshift uncertainty. We
note that in this process we set P(z < 6) = 0, such that
any low-redshift solutions (which are small by design)
do not bias the magnitude calculation. During this pro-

Finkelstein et al. 2023b
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Figure 8. Star formation rate (averaged over 10 Myrs) as
a function of the stellar mass for our z � 9 sample (red
points). The expected values from the hydrodynamic sim-
ulation Flares (Lovell et al. 2021; Vijayan et al. 2021) at
z ⇠ 10 and Santa Cruz semi-empirical simulation (SAM)
(e.g., Yung et al. 2019) for galaxies at z = 9.5 � 10 are dis-
played in black and yellow respectively. The di↵erence be-
tween red squares and red triangles is the same as in Fig. 3.

main cause of this correlation. While the two with high
Sérsic indices are measured to be spatially resolved on
scales of 600-700 pc, larger than the median size of the
sample, though the uncertainty on their sizes is also
higher. In the F277W filter, the PSF is 0.092 arcsec
representing an e↵ective radius of 192 pc at the average
redshift of our sample (zmean,beagle = 9.98).

5. UV LUMINOSITY FUNCTION

The rest-frame ultraviolet luminosity function
(UVLF) is a crucial observational tracer of early
galaxy evolution. The measured volume density of
UV-luminous galaxies can be directly compared to sim-
ulations to better understand the physical mechanisms
that drive galaxy evolution. Observations from the
first year of JWST observations have now grown large
enough to allow the direct calculation of the UVLF
beyond pre-JWST limits at z ⇠ 9.

To estimate the contribution of our sample, we calcu-
lated the volume based on the area covered by the survey
and the redshifts and MUV derived by beagle. The lu-
minosity function point for this sample is computed uti-
lizing the Vmax method (Schmidt 1968). The number
density of galaxies within a specific magnitude range re-
lies on the maximum volume (Vmax ) within which each
galaxy could have been chosen. The co-moving number
density of sources per absolute magnitude, � (MUV) is
calculated as follows:
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Figure 9. E↵ective radius as a function of the F277W mag-
nitude for our z � 9 sample measured by SE++, color-coded
according to the Sérsic index. The shaded region represents
the e↵ective radius of the F277W JWST PSF (0.092 arcsec)
at the average redshift of our sample (zmean,beagle = 9.98).
The detected galaxies are compact. While the faintest galax-
ies are consistent with unresolved sizes, the brightest galaxies
are clearly resolved.

� (MUV) �MUV =
NX

i=1

✓
1

Vmax,i

◆
, (3)

where the volume, for a given galaxy i, is computed as:

Vmax,i =

Z

⌦

Z
zmax,i

zmin,i

dV

d⌦dz
d⌦dz, (4)

with zmin,i and zmax,i here defined as the 95% confidence
interval for the redshift derived with beagle. The as-
sociated Poissonian uncertainties are given, for the UV
luminosity function by:

��(MUV)�MUV =

vuut 1

N

NX

i=1

1

V 2

max,i

, (5)

where N is the number of galaxies within the UV mag-
nitude range. In this work, we have not included a com-
pleteness correction nor correction for potential contam-
ination, which will be the subject of a future paper with
larger samples.

In Fig. 10 we present a compilation of several stud-
ies at z⇠9 from McLure et al. (2013); Oesch et al.
(2013); Bouwens et al. (2013, 2015); Finkelstein et al.
(2015); Finkelstein (2016); McLeod et al. (2016); Ste-
fanon et al. (2019); Bowler et al. (2020); Bouwens et al.
(2021); Kau↵mann et al. (2022); Naidu et al. (2022);

Franco et al. 2023
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12 A massive interacting galaxy 510 million years after the Big Bang

F150W+F200W ClumpMap

Fig. 5 Morphology of Gz9p3, shown in the combined F150W+F200W direct image at a
20mas/px resolution in both panels. Left: direct imaging shows a double core within the
central region and an elongated clumpy structure. Right: Overlaid Clump-map, showing 4
clumps detected within the tail of the system with a clumpiness parameter c = 0.56.

we consider both analytical modeling of early galaxy formation and comparison
to cosmological hydrodynamical simulations. We find that while the likelihood
of capturing an interacting system is relatively high, i.e. ⇠ 20% for a major
merger, the stellar mass of Gz9p3 is higher than expected (see 2.11-2.12). This
would indicate either the system is hosted in a very rare dark matter halo for
that epoch, that we serendipitously observed, or more likely that the current
recipes for star formation are missing some key ingredients at early times.
[Make reference to Haslbauer22] The latter interpretation would be consistent
with the excess of sources identified by JWST at z > 10 through imaging
programs [47] and with the high numbers of massive red galaxy candidates
found at z ⇠ 7.5� 9 [52]. All these aspects make Gz9p3 an excellent target for
further spectroscopic investigations, in particular through the Integral Field
Unit mode on NIRSpec, that would shed further light on the kinematics of the
system and on the complex interplay between assembly of dark matter halos,
star formation and physical conditions in the interstellar, circumgalactic and
intergalactic media at very early times.

2 Methods

2.1 Cosmology and conventions

Where applicable, we use a standard ⇤CDM cosmology with parameters H 0 =
70 km s�1 Mpc�1, ⌦m =0.3, and ⌦^ =0.7. All magnitudes are in the AB system
[76]. Throughout this paper we refer to quantities as “observed” or “intrinsic”
depending on whether the best available estimate of any gravitational lensing
magnification correction has been applied. All wavelengths for emission lines
are quoted as vacuum wavelengths.

Boyett et al. 2023, z=9.3

Fujimoto et al. 2023, z=8.0

SMACS 0723 at z> 2.5. This is a remarkable result, as it
shows that galaxies such as the Milky Way could potentially
have retained the same overall morphological state for over 12
billion years if these distant disk galaxies are similar to the
ancestor galaxy of the Milky Way.

3.1.1. Morphology at z> 4

The morphologies of z> 4 galaxies, as probed by the
F356W filter, differ from the rest-frame UV morphologies

determined from HST imaging (Conselice & Arnold 2009).
Despite what might have been expected from HST observa-
tions, the morphologies of at least the brightest galaxies are
much less distorted than had been previously been thought
based on HST observations. Also, the galaxies at this epoch are
often very tiny, such that their size in an NIRCam image is just
a bit larger, or within, the PSF of JWST. In fact, the larger
number of spheroids/compact objects is in part due to the fact
that so many of these systems are unresolved, an indication that
their sizes are quite tiny. Future studies carefully measuring

Figure 5. Comparison HST vs. JWST images for nine objects in each class within our sample. Left columns shows the HST F160W image, while the middle panel
shows the JWST view at the same orientation, in the rest-frame optical. The far right panel shows the color image of this system as seen through the JWST NIRCam
F277W, F356W, and F444W filters, generated by TRINITY (Coe et al. 2012). The IDs refer to the original RELICs catalogs identification.
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irregular component), spheroid+disk (same as disk
+spheroid above), spheroid+irregular (a spheroid galaxy
with irregularities such as asymmetries or surrounding
low surface brightness features), and spheroid+disk
+irregular (same as disk+spheroid+irregular above).
When we refer to “all spheroids,” we are referring to the
sum of the galaxies in all of these categories.

3. Galaxies with irregular features. The irregular category
contains galaxies classified as irregular-only (no dis-
cernible disk or spheroid component), irregular+disk
(same as disk+irregular above), irregular+spheroid
(same as spheroid+irregular above), and irregular+disk
+spheroid (same as disk+spheroid+irregular above).
When we refer to “all irregulars,” we are referring to the
sum of the galaxies in all of these categories. Note that
the irregular category may include merging or interacting
systems, as well as galaxies that are irregular for other
reasons, such as clumpy star formation. Mergers and

interactions themselves will be discussed in a future paper
(C. Rose, et al. 2022, in preparation).

Our sample contains the full range of morphological types
across all redshift and stellar masses. Over the entire redshift
range, only 16 and 18 galaxies are classified as point source/
unresolved or unclassifiable, respectively. Figure 3 shows the
fraction of the total number of galaxies that each morphological
class makes up as a function of redshift. For a fair comparison
across redshifts, we limit this to the 666 galaxies with stellar
masses greater than 109Me, since the galaxies with lower
stellar masses are only present at the low-redshift end of our
sample (see Figure 1). We emphasize that this represents a
mass-selected sample but not a mass-complete sample, as there
are likely to be many galaxies identified by JWST in this mass
range that are undetected by CANDELS HST imaging.
Overall, 56% of the galaxies above this mass cut at z> 3

have a visually identifiable disk component, dropping from
∼60% at z= 3–4, to ∼45% at z∼ 5, to ∼30% at z> 6. Again,
we note that the photometric redshifts at z> 6 are uncertain, so
some fraction of these sources may actually be at lower
redshift; we caution the reader when interpreting the results at
z> 6. The disk-only and disk+irregular groups each make up
∼20% (and slightly less at z> 6), while the disk+spheroid
group makes up ∼10%, and the disk+spheroid+irregular
group makes up <5%. Of the galaxies at z> 3, 38% have a
visually identifiable spheroidal component, decreasing from
42% to 26% between z= 3 and 4.5, then varying between
∼30% and 40% beyond z= 4.5. This is largely driven by the
similar decrease then increase in the spheroid-only group. Part
of this apparent trend at higher redshifts may be due to small
number statistics, and part may be due to a number of selection
effects. For example, there is a possibility that we miss fainter
extended features in some of these systems at high redshift. It is
also possible that a larger fraction of galaxies at higher redshift
are small enough to be at the resolution limit of NIRCam, given
the expected size evolution of galaxies, and are therefore more
round and compact in appearance.
Of the galaxies at z> 3, 43% have irregular features and this

fraction remains roughly constant across the full redshift range
due in part to the fraction of disk+irregular galaxies being
roughly constant at 20% and then decreasing, while the fraction
of irregular-only galaxies is roughly 10%–15% and then
increases to 20% by z= 4.5. Note that the total fractions of
objects that are all disks, all spheroids, or all irregulars do not
add up to one due to the overlapping objects in each of these
classes.
Finally, we note that the fraction of point sources and

unclassifiable objects remains at 0%–2% across most of the
redshift range. At z> 6, 13% of galaxies are unresolved and
8% are unclassifiable, corresponding to five and three
individual galaxies, respectively, in this redshift bin. We
remind the reader that the above percentages correspond to
galaxies that were bright enough to be detectable with HST
CANDELS imaging and may not be representative of the
overall galaxy sample detectable by JWST at these redshifts.

4.2. Comparison with Surface Brightness Profile Fits

One of the major advances that JWST NIRCam imaging
brings to morphological analyses of galaxies is that the broad
wavelength coverage enables us to probe the rest-frame optical
morphologies of galaxies across a wide redshift range. As

Figure 2. NIRCam F150W+F277W+F356W postage stamp cutouts of a
selection of example galaxies in each of the seven morphological groups
described in Section 4.1 at three different redshift bins. Each cutout is 2″ on
a side.
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detections), and (c) their photometric redshifts from eazy-py
are consistent with the primary quiescent galaxy within 1σ
(determined using the eazy-py “z160” and “z840” columns).

The limit of 35 kpc ensures we can compute accurate M/L
gradients for the primary galaxies, while the magnitude cut
ensures sources are visible above the extended host light. Our

Figure 1. HST F160W, JWST F150W, JWST F444W, a primary-subtracted short-wavelength (SW) stacked JWST image, and a color JWST image. Rows are ordered
by redshift. In the SW stack, potential companions with photometric redshifts consistent within 1σ are indicated with 0 2 green circles; 2σ with dashed 0 2 yellow
circles; and inconsistent with dashed 0 2 red circles. The black circle indicates our companion search radius (35 kpc).
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detections), and (c) their photometric redshifts from eazy-py
are consistent with the primary quiescent galaxy within 1σ
(determined using the eazy-py “z160” and “z840” columns).

The limit of 35 kpc ensures we can compute accurate M/L
gradients for the primary galaxies, while the magnitude cut
ensures sources are visible above the extended host light. Our

Figure 1. HST F160W, JWST F150W, JWST F444W, a primary-subtracted short-wavelength (SW) stacked JWST image, and a color JWST image. Rows are ordered
by redshift. In the SW stack, potential companions with photometric redshifts consistent within 1σ are indicated with 0 2 green circles; 2σ with dashed 0 2 yellow
circles; and inconsistent with dashed 0 2 red circles. The black circle indicates our companion search radius (35 kpc).
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Mercier et al.: The COSMOS-Web ring
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Fig. 1: False color image of the COSMOS-Web ring made by
cutouts from the F814W, F115W, and F150W bands into the blue
channel, F277W band into the green channel and F444W band
into the red channel. The white bar on the bottom left represents
the PSF FWHM in the F444W band. Two clumps CW and CE in
the ring are identified on the figure. North is up and East is left.

The u band imaging comes from the CFHT Large Area U-band
Deep Survey (CLAUDS; Sawicki et al. 2019), reaching 27.7 mag
(5�). The ground-based optical imaging is provided by the HSC
Subaru Strategic Program (HSC-SSP; Aihara et al. 2018). We
use the HSC-SSP DR3 (Aihara et al. 2022) in the ultra-deep
HSC imaging region in five g, r, i, z, y broad bands and three nar-
row bands, with a sensitivity ranging 26.5-28.1 mag (5�). In
addition, we include the reprocessed Subaru Suprime-Cam im-
ages with 12 medium bands in optical (Taniguchi et al. 2007,
2015). The UltraVISTA survey (McCracken et al. 2012) pro-
vides deep NIR imaging in four broad bands Y JHKs and one
narrow band (1.18 µm). Our source falls in one of the ultra-deep
stripes of DR5 (Dunlop 2016). While being at a lower resolu-
tion and less sensitive than NIRCam, these data are complemen-
tary in terms of wavelength coverage. Finally, we also include
the HST/ACS F814W band (Koekemoer et al. 2007) providing a
high-resolution image in the i-band.

In order to constrain the dust-obscured star-forming activ-
ity of the ring (see Sect. 5.4), we adopt the deblended FIR pho-
tometry in the latest “Super-deblended” catalog of Jin et al. (in
prep.). From this catalog, we use measurements at MIPS 24 µm,
Herschel PACS 100 µm and 160 µm, Herschel SPIRE 250 µm,
350 µm, and 500 µm (with conservative lower limits of confusion
noise used for the SPIRE bands; see Nguyen et al. 2010), and
SCUBA-2 850 µm which are obtained by performing the "Super-
deblending" technique (Jin et al. 2018; Liu et al. 2018) with pri-
ors from the COSMOS2020 catalog (Weaver et al. 2022b). We
note that the ring is not selected by COSMOS2020 due to its
faintness. The only prior adopted for the deblending is on the
position of the z ⇠ 2 lens. Given the size of the ring is approxi-
mately 2 00, it is not resolved in any of the FIR images mentioned
above. Therefore, it is appropriate to use the position of the lens
as a prior to deblend the FIR emission from other nearby sources.

2.2. Overview of the Einstein ring

Upon reduction of the JWST/NIRCam images of COSMOS-Web
in April 2023, the COSMOS-Web ring was clearly identified
by visual inspection. An RGB color image of the system pro-
duced by combining PSF-matched HST and JWST cutouts is
shown in Fig. 1. The lens is surrounded by the Einstein ring that
shows strong inhomogeneities in color. Cutouts of the system in
two JWST/NIRCam bands are shown in the leftmost column of
Fig. 2 (see also A.1 for cutouts in all ground- and space-based
bands). The morphology of the ring strongly varies with wave-
length. This includes CW (Clump West) and CE (Clump East)
that are detected mostly in F277W and F444W bands, as well as
a blue component that is visible throughout the ring, but in par-
ticular in its northern and southern parts. The latter looks quite
smooth in F277W and F444W bands but it becomes clumpy
in F814W, F115W, and F150W bands. Another galaxy is also
located roughly 1.2 00 South West of the ring and is estimated
with LePhare (Arnouts et al. 2002; Ilbert et al. 2006) to be at
z = 2.1 ± 0.1 . Therefore, this galaxy could potentially be a
satellite of the lens, in which case it would be located at around
10±0.1 kpc away from it3. Finally, a last UV-bright galaxy, only
visible in u, g, and r bands is visible West of the ring. The fact
that it is not seen near CE suggests that it is not part of the ring.

Besides HST and JWST images, the system is also detected
in all UltraVISTA bands, as well as in the HSC-i, z, and y bands
(see Fig. A.1). It is interesting to note that the component of the
ring that is visible in these bands corresponds to the northern
blue part. On the other hand, CW and CE do not appear at all.
Starting from and blue-ward of the r-band, the whole system
becomes a dropout. Assuming it corresponds to the Lyman break
for the background source, it would place it at 4.5 . zdrop . 6.5.
The lack of detection for the central lens blue-ward of the r-band
is likely the combination of an intrinsic drop of the spectrum at
these wavelengths combined with a coarser spatial resolution4

since the CFHT-u band is technically deeper than the HSC-g, r,
and i bands.

When cross-correlating the position of the Einstein ring with
strong-lensing catalogues that overlap with the COSMOS field,
including that from Faure et al. (2008b), Pourrahmani et al.
(2018), Wong et al. (2018), Sonnenfeld et al. (2018, 2020), and
Garvin et al. (2022), we do not find any source that matches
this system. The combination of its dropout nature at low wave-
lengths and the coarse spatial resolution of the ground-based ob-
servations certainly prevented its identification. Still, it is inter-
esting to note that the lens and the ring are clearly visible and can
be separated in the HST/F814W band if the image is properly
re-scaled to enhance its contrast, and as such, it could have been
detected in previous visual searches of strong-lensing candidates
in the COSMOS field. Only the JWST/NIRCam images provide
enough signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) to unambiguously identify
this system as an Einstein ring. Similarly, JWST/NIRCam im-
ages are mandatory if one wants to derive precise photometric
redshifts of both the lens and the source.

2.3. Photometry

We have used two sets of photometry to estimate the redshifts
and galaxy properties of this system. The first one (noted SE++
hereafter) is derived using the SourceXtractor++ software
3 Proper kilo parsec; uncertainty estimated by varying the redshift in
the range 1.8 � 2.0.
4 The median seeing is around 0.9 00 in the u-band (Sawicki et al. 2019)
and 0.6 00 in the i-band (Aihara et al. 2022)
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Figure 14. Morphological fractions as a function of stellar mass at cosmic afternoon (z < 1.5; left panel), cosmic noon
(z = 1.5� 4.0; middle panel), and cosmic morning (z > 4; right panel). Symbols are the same as Figure 12. As in Figure 12,
we do not plot the fractions for stellar mass bins with fewer than five objects.

from disks to spheroids or irregulars occur across all
the cosmic epochs, particularly in the mass range of
log M⇤/M� & 10.5. Third, spheroid galaxies exist in the
cosmic morning at relatively low masses, but dominates
the galaxy population in the cosmic noon and afternoon
in the high-mass regime of log M⇤/M� & 10.5 � 11.
Fourth, the irregular fraction increases from the cosmic
morning to the cosmic noon but decreases again in the
cosmic afternoon due to the reduced number of massive
irregular galaxies. Lastly, these trends of morphological
fractions can imply an evolutionary sequence from disks
to spheroids or irregulars, with massive irregular galax-
ies eventually transforming into spheroids in the cosmic
afternoon. Overall, these findings align very well with
the morphological evolution of galaxies suggested in the
HR5 simulation.

5.2. Formation and Evolution of Disks from the Early
Universe

In this study, we observed a prevalence of disk-
type morphology for the galaxies with stellar masses
log M⇤/M� . 10 at z > 4, which aligns with the HR5
results. Interestingly, our findings from JWST images,
capturing the distribution of stellar light, exhibit a good
agreement with the HR5 simulation based on stellar
mass distribution. Park et al. (2022) explained that the
emergence of disk-type morphologies in the early uni-
verse can be attributed to the initial angular momentum
in protogalactic clouds. The initial angular momentum
is gained from the inflow of cold gas into protogalax-
ies along primordial large-scale structures, which is con-
sistent with the basis of the tidal torque theory (Pee-
bles 1969; White 1984). According to this theory, the

tidal field on protogalactic regions and corresponding
velocity field are governed by the large-scale dark mat-
ter distribution, which keep galaxies to acquire angular
momentum set up by the initial conditions. The com-
petition between the tidal torque driving galaxies into
disk type and mergers driving galaxies into irregulars
and spheroids determines the morphology distribution.
The dominance of disks in the cosmic morning can be
elucidated with these underlying physical processes.
In Figure 14, our analysis reveals ⇠ 20% decrease in

disk fraction at small masses during the cosmic noon and
afternoon compared to the cosmic morning, in contrast
to a notable increase in the spheroid fraction in the high-
mass regime. In the low-mass regime (log M⇤/M� <

10), there is a slight increase of 5� 10% in the irregular
fraction from the cosmic morning to the cosmic noon,
indicating a tendency for disk galaxies in this mass range
to transform into irregular galaxies.
However, it is important to note that mergers do

not inevitably lead to irreversible morphological changes
from disks to other types. Despite undergoing mor-
phological transformations due to mergers or destruc-
tive interactions, the initial disk structures can be re-
stored through the acquisition of angular momentum via
gas accretion from the vorticity-rich surrounding matter
(Welker et al. 2014; Park et al. 2022). Indeed, the HR5
simulation supported this recovery process, demonstrat-
ing morphological fluctuations in initial disk galaxies
with changing Sérsic indices (refer to Figure 12 in Park
et al. 2022). Consequently, this disk recovery mecha-
nism can e↵ectively explain why the disk fraction re-
mains high in the cosmic morning in spite of high merger
rate at corresponding redshifts (Duncan et al. 2019).

Lee et al. 2023
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Galaxy Morphologies with Large Samples

Preliminary measurements for 355,000 galaxies in COSMOS-Web
Yang et al. (incl. Kartaltepe), in prep
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•Trained on IllustrisTNG mock images
•Observed galaxies tend to be more 

compact and more elongated than 
IllustrisTNG
•Some visual disks may be 

prolate/elongated ellipsoids

JWST/CEERS disk galaxies at z > 3 13
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Figure 10. Comparison of distributions of observed and simulated galaxies in the representation space. The top row shows the
CEERS mass-complete sample and the bottom row the VISUAL sample with available visual morphologies. Top left-hand panel:
UMAP visualization for the observed CEERS galaxy images selected in mass and redshift (color-coded by the source photo-z)
overlapped with the representation of noise-added TNG50 galaxy images. Top middle panel: randomly chosen observed CEERS
galaxy images in the UMAP visualization in the F200W filter. Top right-hand panel: randomly chosen observed CEERS galaxy
images in the UMAP visualization in the F356W filter. Bottom left-hand panel: UMAP visualization for the observed VISUAL
galaxy images selected in mass and redshift. Points are colored according to the visual classifications into several non-exclusive
classes. Bottom middle panel: randomly chosen observed VISUAL galaxy images in the UMAP visualization in the F200W
filter. Bottom right-hand panel: randomly chosen observed VISUAL galaxy images in the UMAP visualization in the F356W
filter.

over the whole UMAP range with similar number den-
sities. As previously mentioned, the UMAP represen-
tation is not well suited for the detection of outliers.
Therefore, even if observed galaxies seem to overall lie
in the same region as simulated ones, they can still live
in di↵erent manifolds in the higher dimensionality rep-
resentation space.

To further quantify this distribution shift, we first de-
rive the distance - in the 1 024 dimensionality space - to
the 10th closest TNG50 neighbor for each galaxy in the
VISUAL and CEERS datasets (�10). In order to have a
fair reference distribution, we select, for each observed
galaxy, the closest simulated one in the representation
space and compute also �10. If both datasets - observed
and simulated - live in the same manifold the distribu-
tion of distances should be similar. If on the contrary,
observed galaxies populate di↵erent regions of the pa-
rameter space, their representations should be more iso-
lated and therefore we should measure larger values of
�10. The distribution of distances �10 is shown in Fig-
ure 11. We clearly see that the distributions for observed
galaxies are shifted towards larger values compared to
the reference distribution. This indicates that observed

galaxies are on average more isolated than simulated
ones in the representation space. This separation could
be interpreted as an additional indication that the rep-
resentations obtained for the TNG50 and the JWST ob-
servations do not exactly live in the same manifold.

To better understand these measured discrepancies,
we quantify the di↵erences between observed and simu-
lated galaxies in terms of more standard morphological
properties in Figure 12. We show the distributions of
observed and simulated galaxies in the log M⇤ � log re,
log M⇤ � log ne and log M⇤ � b/a planes in four redshift
bins. To divide in redshift, we take all galaxies in a given
snapshot for the simulation and observations are associ-
ated with the closest snapshot based on the photometric
redshift. It should be kept in mind that this figure (as
the previous ones) do not include all TNG50 galaxies,
but those for which the JWST mocks are available for a
field-of-view larger than 64⇥64 pixels (see subsection 2.2
and Figure 2 for more details). Given the small amount
of galaxies removed, we do not expect the distributions
to change significantly though.

It is manifest, firstly, that the TNG50 simulated galax-
ies overlap with CEERS observed ones in the parame-

Vega-Ferrero (incl. Kartaltepe) et al. 2023



Inferring the 3D Shapes of Distant Galaxies
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• Are galaxies that look like disks at high-z truly disks?



Inferring the 3D Shapes of Distant Galaxies

~50-80% of
log (M*/M☉) = 9.0 – 9.5
galaxies at z=2-8 are
intrinsically prolate
Oblate (disky) and
spheroidal ellipsoids
are sub-dominant

significantly lower triaxialities for 
higher masses and lower redshifts 
indicating the emergence of disks 

• Are galaxies that look like disks at high-z truly disks?

Pandya et al. (incl. Kartaltepe) 2023
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(Columbia)
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Figure 16. Alternative visualization of Figure 15 as a stacked bar chart using our average model class fractions with SE++.
Prolate fractions are shown in blue, oblate in orange and spheroidal in green. Prolate galaxies dominate at low masses at all
z > 1. Oblate disks are found at the ⇠ 20 � 50% level and increase towards low redshift. Spheroids are negligible at these
masses. We do not show the logM⇤/M� = 10� 10.5 class fractions since they may be influenced by the implicit prior for how
we generate our library of toy ellipsoids due to the small sample sizes and since this visualization does not convey uncertainties.

Figure 19 shows the concentration-asymmetry dia-
gram, Gini-M20 diagram, and distributions of clumpi-
ness (smoothness parameter S) as violins. Following
Kartaltepe et al. (2023), we show the concentration-
asymmetry divisors for nearby galaxies from Bershady
et al. (2000) and Conselice (2003). Our high-probability
prolate, oblate and spheroidal candidates do not appear
isolated in the concentration-asymmetry plane. Our
spheroidal candidates do seem to be near the z ⇠ 1 el-
liptical region on the G�M20 diagram from Lotz et al.
(2008) but the prolate and oblate candidates are scat-
tered. Surprisingly, the three sets of candidates show
overlapping distributions of clumpiness. This indicates
that it may be di�cult to distinguish 3D shapes using
these traditional non-parametric features. Note that we
have only included star-forming galaxies here, and only
the highest probability candidates were pulled from an
already small sample size so we cannot comment on mass
and redshift dependence.

5.3. Visual Classifications

Figure 20 shows the fraction of our high-probability
prolate, oblate and spheroidal candidates that have vi-
sual classifications as spheroidal, bulge-dominated, disk
and irregular systems based on the deep learning ap-
proach from Huertas-Company et al. (2023). Our 3D
spheroid candidates also tend to be visually classified as
spheroidal or bulge-dominated systems. Our 3D oblate
candidates are predominantly visually classified as irreg-

ular likely due to their clumpy structure. Finally, our
3D prolate candidates tend to be visually classified as
irregular or disk objects. As before, this suggests that
visual classifications alone may not be able to di↵eren-
tiate between 3D prolate and oblate classifications.

5.4. Specific Star Formation Rates

Figure 21 shows the deviation of the specific SFR of
high-probability prolate, oblate and spheroidal candi-
dates with respect to the star-forming main sequence
(SFMS) in their respective redshift interval. We do not
see any trends such that di↵erent types of ellipsoids live
on di↵erent parts of the SFMS. This may have been
expected if, e.g., prolate candidates were preferentially
undergoing mergers. Our sample sizes are currently too
small to look for dependence on stellar mass and/or red-
shift.

5.5. Dust Attenuation

Figure 22 shows the dust attenuation AV inferred from
SED fitting for observed galaxies with > 50% probabil-
ity of being prolate, oblate or spheroidal in 3D. We use
a less stringent cut of 50% instead of 75% since our
sample sizes are too small to assign high probabilities
to edge-on oblate systems which we otherwise expect to
dominate at low redshift and high mass based on CAN-
DELS. We see that our prolate candidates tend to have
very low dust attenuation even though they primarily
have low projected b/a. On the other hand, we see a



Visual Mergers
z = 3 – 3.5 z = 3.5 – 4 z = 4 – 5

Merger

Interaction Class 1 
(interaction within 

segmentation map)

Interaction Class 2 
(interaction beyond 
segmentation map)

Non-interacting 
Companion

Rose et al. (incl. Kartaltepe), in prep



Identifying Mergers Using Machine Learning

•Using IllustrisTNG images with ‘CEERS-like’ noise as a 
training set (Rose et al. 2023)

• ‘Merger’ typically defined as +/- 250 Myr  (with some 
experimentation), major and/or minor

•Testing Random Forests  + Neural Network 
‘DeepMerge’ (Ćiprijanović et al. 2020)

Rose et al. (incl. Kartaltepe), in prep



Preliminary Results

• Both Random Forests and 
DeepMerge can accurately classify 
up to ~60-70% of mergers

• Seems to be a ceiling: can increase, 
but at the expense of incorrectly 
classifying non-mergers

6 Rose et al.

Figure 3. Random forest confusion matrices for observed CEERS galaxies at 3 < z  3.5 (top row), at 3.5 < z  4 (middle
row), and at 4 < z  5 (bottom row).
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Galaxy Kinematics

• Deep NIR spectroscopy with JWST will 
enable kinematic measurements of 
galaxies out to high-z

• Possible with high resolution mode on 
NIRSpec as well as NIRCam WFSS (for 
relatively bright sources)

• Kinematics will be essential for 
identifying true rotating disks and 
quantifying mergers

7

pix

pi
x

Figure 4. Velocity dispersion profile. As described in §3, the width of the H↵ line in the spectral direction is broadened by three
things: the line-of-sight velocity dispersion of the H↵ gas (including beam smearing), the spectrograph line spread function, and
the intrinsic spatial extent. To measure the line-of-sight velocity dispersion, we subtract the latter two terms o↵ in quadrature.
Twister-z5has a centrally peaked velocity dispersion co-spatial with centrally concentrated light, perhaps indicative of a bulge.
We measure a disk velocity dispersion of 50-150 km/s, which is likely an upper limit because dynamical forward-modeling has
not been performed. The fact that the velocity dispersion peaks in the center and is lower in the disk suggests that the observed
velocity gradient is likely due to rotation as opposed to a merger (for which one would expect peaks in the velocity dispersion
on either side.

dius of this galaxy, if it can be described by a rotating
disk, is

Mdyn = k(R)
V

2
circ(R)R

G

The virial constant k(R) is dependent on the distribu-
tion of mass within the galaxy; we adopt k(R = Re) =
2.128 which is the virial coe�cient evaluated for q = 0.4
and n = 1 which invokes an elevated q to account for
the spherical halo (as in e.g. Miller et al. 2011; Price
et al. 2020). We include the range of velocity dispersions
measured in the disk in our dynamical mass uncertainty
budget.

We find a dynamical mass of log(Mdyn) = 11.0± 0.2.
With a stellar mass of log(M⇤)=10.4 ± 0.4, Twister-z5
has a significantly larger dynamical mass than stellar
mass within the e↵ective radius. This stands to reason
as the dynamical mass includes the dark matter and
gas masses in addition to the stellar mass. We infer a
gas mass of log(Mgas) = 10.4 by scaling the SFR with
the Kennicutt-Schmidt relation using the e↵ective ra-
dius of the H↵ emission (Kennicutt 1998). Gas frac-
tions are expected to rise dramatically to high redshift
(Tacconi et al. 2020), so a gas fraction of 50% is not
surprising. Using these estimates of the mass compo-

Nelson et al. 2023



Role of the ELTs
• Multiplexed moderate resolution spectroscopy (slit + IFU) will enable kinematic 

measurements (gas and stellar!) for large samples of galaxies, look for 
rotation/dispersion, mergers, rotation curves
• TMT First light: IRIS, WFOS
• TMT Second generation: IRMS, IRMOS
• GMT: GMACS, GMTIFS

• High resolution imaging with AO will enable
deep morphology studies for larger samples
• Studies of low surface brightness features such as

tidal tails, globular clusters, extended disks, etc.
• Identification of minor companions

• Ability to follow-up sources identified with 
Euclid+Roman all over the sky



Summary
• Wide diversity of visual morphologies seen at z=3-9!
• Large fraction of galaxies with disks (~60% à ~30%)
• Large fraction of galaxies with irregular features (~40-50%)

• Some evidence that the large numbers of high-z disks might not be true disks
• Prolate/elongated systems (See Pandya et al. 2023, Vega-Ferrero et al. 2023)

• Identifying galaxy mergers, visually and through machine learning techniques
• Testing on simulations, these techniques hit an upper limit of correctly identifying ~60-

70% of mergers

• The ELTs will enable kinematic and deep imaging studies of large samples of 
galaxies

Jeyhan Kartaltepe, @jeyhan
jeyhan@astro.rit.edu
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